Cries of children scared of school
Devastation to my ears
Strange surroundings, language lost
Who can understand their fears?

Classmates stare, curious and kind
Confusion courses through the room
They want to fit in, want to play
Will lack of English be their doom?

Teacher nerves are just as active
I want to help yet don't know how
Try to talk, motion and smile
I'll find a way, to them I vow

Parents dazed, wanting to help
Mothers crying and fathers working
Desperate to make a good impression
Future hopes and dreams are lurking

Researching homelands and cultures
Scrambling to learn their greetings
Attempt words in new languages
Make friends in morning meetings

Start fresh each morning, hug and smile
Show the families that I care
Admit mistakes, work together
Prejudice isn't everywhere
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